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Public Comments 
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15 Summer Street Taunton MA 02780 CHEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

508) 821-1000
- Gill E. Enos

‘~6 MAYOR SHAUNNA O’CONNELL BUDGETDIRECTOR

October 24, 2022

Melissa Cryan
Division of Conservation Services
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114

Dear Melissa:

I am writing to confirm I have reviewed and support the Open Space and Recreation Plan for the
City of Taunton. Jam grateful to the many City Departments, SRPEDD and all of the members of
the community who collaborated to complete this plan. My Administration is committed to
continuously exploring ways to meet the open space and recreational needs of our City.

If any further information is needed from my office, please let me know.

Respectfully,

Mayor Shaunna O’Connell





Public Comments Received on Taunton's Draft Open Space & Recreation Plan
Comments received via email from 9/27/22 - 10/18/22
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

edajaja7@verizon.net <edajaja7@verizon.net>
Sun 10/2/2022 10:08 AM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City
of Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes
recognized wetlands, potential vernal pools, and other natural features we
should seek to preserve in the city.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the
Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree
that this land provides greater value to the city in its natural state than as a
developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas
offer. A perusal of Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it
is a locally significant open space holding within an otherwise densely
settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by
the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for
protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting
parcels’ wetlands are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and
minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence of a stream and water
on the GIS satellite image and recommended that the City seek certification
before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my
email with the board and they are in agreement. They also
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recommended: The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently
in-process update to the Open Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject,
as it includes several city employees who are either aligned with or part of
the development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira
(Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported
he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors
recommended adding this parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on
this committee as well but said he is unable to add this to the plan and we
would be best served to provide this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the
development of this parcel. Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you,

Alberta DaRosa, 7 Holyoke St., Taunton, MA  02780

Email:  edajaja7@verizon.net

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Carols Florian <carolsflorian@gmail.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 1:59 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Good afternoon,

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-
212) into the City's Open Space Plan.
This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.
We have been in contact with the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the
Taunton River Watershed Alliance.  All agree that this land provides greater value to the city in its
natural state than as a developed parcel.
Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel
46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space holding within an
otherwise densely settled area.”
Scott noted some features of significance:
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection
The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are
subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence
of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the City seek certification
before making any plans.
Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the board and
they are in agreement. They also recommended:
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and
Recreation Plan.
I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes several city
employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD
Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had
no influence over the conservation of this parcel).
At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this parcel to
the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well, but said he is unable to add this to
the plan and we would be best served providing this feedback.
Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.
Thank you,

Carols I. Perez
347 W Britannia St, Taunton, MA 02780
617-406-9199
carolsflorian@gmail.com

 Carols I. Perez, J.D. 
Tel: (617) 406-9199
Please consider the environment before printing this email

tel:(617)%20406-9199
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Chris Kauffman <ckauffman1334@gmail.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 5:25 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-
212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the
Taunton River Watershed Alliance.  All agree that this land provides greater value to the city in its
natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel
46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space holding within an
otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance:
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are
subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence
of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the City seek certification
before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the board and
they are in agreement. They also recommended:
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and
Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes several city
employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD
Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had
no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councillors recommended adding this parcel to
the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well, but said he is unable to add this to
the plan and we would be best served providing this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel. Learn
more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Thank you
Christopher Kauffman
15 Trimount Ave, Taunton, MA 02780
843-685-6876
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Taunton open space plan feedback

Courtney Dos Santos <ccosta777@hotmail.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 9:41 AM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>
I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel
46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and
the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides greater value to the city
in its natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of
Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space
holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”
Scott noted some features of significance:
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands
are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the
clear presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the
City seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the
board and they are in agreement. They also recommended:
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open
Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes
several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this
parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation
Commission, who reported he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this
parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well, but said he is unable
to add this to the plan and we would be best served providing this feedback.

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.
Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H

Thank you
Courtney Dos Santos
348 West Britannia Street
Taunton Ma 02780
774.226.5810

https://www.facebook.com/phillipduarte?__cft__[0]=AZVAvO1cG-nLIkk0FE3G0LDKII6gi_n873junCTic0Qio22RdezzP-3RvnsxRT7cpsuBFKInV5sdhw1nGYyMnDhH-sh248V74uYoBktYVk0nBA&__tn__=-]K-R
https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H?fbclid=IwAR0sRPFvz6CGc7EwrORDW-KJ7W7vi9BUJ4uKUeEY_YvlnBpTjKWDHtSo748
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

David Cleary <davidcleary1@yahoo.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 6:58 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Good evening,

I am writing to you as a resident of Taunton and request that you incorporate the Leonard
School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and
the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides greater value to the city
in its natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of
Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space
holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands
are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the
clear presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image and recommended that the
City seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the
board and they are in agreement. They also recommended: 
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open
Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes
several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this
parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation
Commission, who reported he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this
parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable
to add this to the plan and we would be best served to provide this feedback so here we are. 
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Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.
Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you and I look forward to your response. 

Dave Cleary

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Deborah Blaine <dblaine3@comcast.net>
Thu 9/29/2022 10:38 AM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-212)
into the City's Open Space Plan. 

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and includes recognized wetlands, potential
vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City. 

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the
Taunton River Watershed Alliance.  All agree that this land provides greater value to the city in its natural
state than as a developed parcel. 

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel
46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space holding within an
otherwise densely settled area.” 

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth 
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection 

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are
subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence
of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the City seek certification
before making any plans. 

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the board and
they are in agreement. They also recommended: 
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and
Recreation Plan. 

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes several city
employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD
Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had
no influence over the conservation of this parcel). 

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councillors recommended adding this parcel to the
open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well, but said he is unable to add this to the plan
and we would be best served providing this feedback.  

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel. Learn
more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H  

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Thank you, 

Deborah Blaine 
11 Chester St 
Taunton, MA 02780 
Dblaine3@comcast.net 
508-314-4003 
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Taunton Open Space Plan

Diane McGreevy <dmm752@gmail.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 7:50 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

 I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-
212) into the City's Open Space Plan. This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and
includes recognized wetlands, potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to
preserve in the City. We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the
Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides
greater value to the city in its natural state than as a developed parcel. Scott MacFaden of the
Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: “We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within
urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a
locally significant open space holding within an otherwise densely settled area.” Scott noted some
features of significance: -Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the
Commonwealth -Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection The
Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are subject
to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence of a
stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the City seek certification before
making any plans. Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email
with the board and they are in agreement. They also recommended: The City consider incorporating
this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and
 
Recreation Plan. I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial on thisbsubject, as
itbincludes several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development  plan for
this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office, Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon ( Conservation
Commission, who reported that he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).
At the September 13th City Council meeting several councilors recommended adding this parcel to
the open space plan. Philip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable to add this to the
plan and we would best be served to provide this feedback.
Nearly 700 Taunton residemts have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.

Thank you,
Diane McGreevy
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Draft - Taunton Open Space and Recreation Plan 2022-2029

Stephen Foster <sbnfoster@msn.com>
Wed 9/28/2022 6:50 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>
The following error appears on page number 62 of the Taunton Open Space and Recrea�on Plan 2022-2029 Dra�.
The word seventeen does not match the number 27 which is in parenthesis.
 
 
 

 
Regards, 
Stephen Foster
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Jennifer Hoye <jjhoye@comcast.net>
Thu 9/29/2022 9:21 AM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>
 am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel
46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and
the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides greater value to the city
in its natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:  
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of
Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space
holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance:  
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth  
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting parcels’
wetlands are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also
noted the clear presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image and recommended
that the City seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with
the board and they are in agreement. They also recommended:  
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open
Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it
includes several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development
plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin
Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had no influence over the
conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this
parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable
to add this to the plan and we would be best served to provide this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.
Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you  
Jennifer Hoye
169 Eldridge Street, Taunton
508-728-5248 / jjhoye@comcast.net
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Kerrie Enos <enoss79@yahoo.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 8:24 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-
212) into the City's Open Space Plan. This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and
includes recognized wetlands, potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to
preserve in the City. We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the
Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides
greater value to the city in its natural state than as a developed parcel. Scott MacFaden of the
Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: “We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within
urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a
locally significant open space holding within an otherwise densely settled area.” Scott noted some
features of significance: -Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the
Commonwealth -Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection The
Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are subject
to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence of a
stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and recommended that the City seek certification before
making any plans. Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email
with the board and they are in agreement. They also recommended: The City consider incorporating
this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and 
Recreation Plan. I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial on thisbsubject, as
itbincludes several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development  plan for
this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office, Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon ( Conservation
Commission, who reported that he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).
At the September 13th City Council meeting several councilors recommended adding this parcel to
the open space plan. Philip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable to add this to the
plan and we would best be served to provide this feedback.
Nearly 700 Taunton residemts have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.

Thank you,

Kerrie Carrelas

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone 

https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Laurel Hughes <bulldog10x10@gmail.com>
Sun 10/16/2022 3:34 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Good evening,

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School
Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open
Space Plan.
This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood, and
includes recognized wetlands, potential vernal pools, and other
natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.
We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands
Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton River Watershed
Alliance.  All agree that this land provides greater value to the
city in its natural state than as a developed parcel.
Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within
urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel 46-212 certainly
corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open
space holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”
Scott noted some features of significance:
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for
protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also
prioritized for protection
The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings, and shared that
the abutting parcels’ wetlands are subject to federal, state, and
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local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear
presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image, and
recommended that the City seek certification before making any
plans.
Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed
Alliance shared my email with the board and they are in
agreement. They also recommended:
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-
process update to the Open Space and Recreation Plan.
I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in
this subject, as it includes several city employees who are either
aligned with or part of the development plan for this parcel: Bill
Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin
Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had no
influence over the conservation of this parcel).
At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councillors
recommended adding this parcel to the open space plan. Phillip
Duarte is on this committee as well, but said he is unable to add
this to the plan and we would be best served providing this
feedback.
Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the
development of this parcel. Learn more:
https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
Thank you,
Laurel Hughes
16 King St.
Taunton, MA. 02780
(508)822-3388

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

lonidwyer@comcast.net <lonidwyer@comcast.net>
Wed 10/5/2022 8:30 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of
Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized
wetlands, potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to
preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the
Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this
land provides greater value to the city in its natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A
perusal of Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally
significant open space holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the
Commonwealth 
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting parcels’
wetlands are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers.
DEP also noted the clear presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image
and recommended that the City seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email
with the board and they are in agreement. They also recommended: 
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the
Open Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it
includes several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the
development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's
Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation Commission, who reported he had no influence
over the conservation of this parcel).
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At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended
adding this parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well
but said he is unable to add this to the plan and we would be best served to provide
this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of
this parcel. Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you

Loni Dwyer, 207 Eldridge St, Taunton, MA 

 508-472-4188

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard
School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the
City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville
neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands, potential
vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to
preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts
WIldlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the Taunton
River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides
greater value to the city in its natural state than as a
developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust
shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled
within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel 46-212
certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally
significant open space holding within an otherwise
densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized
for protection by the Commonwealth 
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also
prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and
shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are subject to
federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers.
DEP also noted the clear presence of a stream and water
on the GIS satellite image and recommended that the City
seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed
Alliance shared my email with the board and they are in
agreement. They also recommended: 
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its
currently in-process update to the Open Space and
Recreation Plan.

Taunton open space plan feedback

Meg Cleary <mommycleary2@yahoo.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 11:59 AM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>
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I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain
partial in this subject, as it includes several city
employees who are either aligned with or part of the
development plan for this parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office),
Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon
(Conservation Commission, who reported he had no
influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several
councilors recommended adding this parcel to the open
space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well but
said he is unable to add this to the plan and we would be
best served to provide this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition
against the development of this parcel. Learn
more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you 
Marguerite Cleary

 

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
https://www.change.org/p/autopsy-reports-should-be-released-to-family-prior-to-the-biased-investigation-being-finished-pending-is-no-excuse-for-delays?source_location=update_footer&algorithm=promoted&original_footer_petition_id=34293305&grid_position=1&pt=AVBldGl0aW9uADWGBQIAAAAAYzW%2B%2FmMcLJgxODY2MGVkYg%3D%3D
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

mikecarbon <mikecarbon@aol.com>
Wed 10/5/2022 8:25 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of
Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

I am a tax payer and a registered voter who never misses an election. I value green
space and am an abutter to the Leonard school woods. I strongly encourage you to
listen to the voices of the neighboring community.

Thank you and see you at the next meeting. Expect a more vocal and prepared
crowd.

Sent from my iPhone
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Taunton OSRP

Mike King <mking3ma@gmail.com>
Fri 9/30/2022 8:56 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Hello Danica,

I reviewed the Taunton OSRP and believe that the City Council's unwillingness to take up the CPA vote
is significantly hindering Taunton's ability to preserve open space and create recreational
opportunities.The report mentions the City's financial constraints in not being more aggressive in
pursuing chapter land and the answer is right in front of everyone. 

With houses going up in what look like side yards, and every buildable lot being consumed, now is the
time for the City to act on the CPA before it's too late. I believe that the CPA not being mentioned until
page 86 in the report is also an issue. Additionally, my thoughts are that the report should mention
how much revenue the City has lost out on in the past 5-10 years by not adopting the CPA with
significant emphasis on the match money from the state. Approx. 40% in FY2022. Where else can you
get that type of return? Even in low match years, 10% is still an impressive number. 

There needs to be more pressure on local officials to take this to a vote and allow the CPA to go on
the ballot for Taunton's voters to decide!

Sincerely,
Michael King
Taunton, MA
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P E T I T I O N  U P D AT E

HELP DESPERATELY
NEEDED TO STOP THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE

LEONARD SCHOOL
WOODS

LEONARD SCHOOL AREA RESIDENTS
(and greater Taunton) 

We need your help! The City has released
their draft Open Space Plan, which currently
does not include the Leonard School woods.
Feedback is accepted through October 18th.

WHAT TO TO: 
1. Email dbelknap@srpedd.org  

2. Use Subject Line: Taunton Open Space
Plan Feedback

I am writing to request that you incorporate
the Leonard School Woods (City of...

Read full update

Taunton open space feedback

Mj <mj.powell22@yahoo.com>
Fri 9/30/2022 3:01 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Change.org

Jennifer Hoye shared an update on Opposition to
Development of Leonard School
Property Check it out and leave a comment:

https://click.e.change.org/f/a/BsPujzzTUylLvrqWC5C1NA~~/AANj1QA~/RgRlGCEPP4QeAWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNoYW5nZS5vcmcvcC9vcHBvc2l0aW9uLXRvLWRldmVsb3BtZW50LW9mLWxlb25hcmQtc2Nob29sLXByb3BlcnR5L3UvMzA5NjA4MjE_Y3NfdGs9QWxQRTdVZHVlWGtDVElfV1BtTUFBWGljeXl2TnlRRUFCRjhCdkh0RFpvWGJCeWJPQlZZd1ltRnktRGMlM0QmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPWQ0MDg4YTkxM2JjMjQyNDE5YzJiZGJhMjc4NjUzYjYxJnV0bV9jb250ZW50PWluaXRpYWxfdjBfNl8wJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1wZXRpdGlvbl91cGRhdGUmdXRtX3Rlcm09Y3NXA3NwY0IKYzMPnDVjZ8Jkh1IVbWoucG93ZWxsMjJAeWFob28uY29tWAQAAAAC
https://click.e.change.org/f/a/BsPujzzTUylLvrqWC5C1NA~~/AANj1QA~/RgRlGCEPP4QeAWh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmNoYW5nZS5vcmcvcC9vcHBvc2l0aW9uLXRvLWRldmVsb3BtZW50LW9mLWxlb25hcmQtc2Nob29sLXByb3BlcnR5L3UvMzA5NjA4MjE_Y3NfdGs9QWxQRTdVZHVlWGtDVElfV1BtTUFBWGljeXl2TnlRRUFCRjhCdkh0RFpvWGJCeWJPQlZZd1ltRnktRGMlM0QmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPWQ0MDg4YTkxM2JjMjQyNDE5YzJiZGJhMjc4NjUzYjYxJnV0bV9jb250ZW50PWluaXRpYWxfdjBfNl8wJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX3NvdXJjZT1wZXRpdGlvbl91cGRhdGUmdXRtX3Rlcm09Y3NXA3NwY0IKYzMPnDVjZ8Jkh1IVbWoucG93ZWxsMjJAeWFob28uY29tWAQAAAAC
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Share the petition

Discover petitions promoted
by Change.org users

Pets Are Family, NOT
Property
View petition

Solicitamos esterilizacion
gratuita para perros y gatos
a nivel...
View petition

SAVE TOWER THEATER!!!!
View petition

NFL Remove Brett Favre
from the HOF
View petition

Asking Twitter to Add a
HashFlag to #مھسا_امینی &
#MahsaAmini and...
View petition

How useful was this email?

1 2 3 4 5

Not Useful Useful
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You signed Jennifer Hoye‘s petition, “Opposition to
Development of Leonard School Property”, on Aug 31, 2022

The person (or organization) who started this petition is not
affiliated with Change.org. Change.org did not create this
petition and is not responsible for the petition content.Click
here to stop receiving updates about this petition.

Unsubscribe from emails like this 
Unsubscribe from all Change.org emails 
Manage your email preferences  ·  Privacy policy

We’d love to hear from you! Contact us through our help
center.

Change.org  ·  548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA
94104-5401, USA
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Re: Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

David Moreau <rosemary.moreau@icloud.com>
Mon 10/3/2022 3:36 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

Hello Danica,
So sorry I realized later that I did not sign my letter to you or list my address. For the records I am a
Taunton resident with an address of 109 Sycamore Lane.
Regards,
Rosemary Moreau  

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 3, 2022, at 9:11 AM, Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org> wrote: 

Hello, and thank you for providing feedback on Taunton's Open Space and Recrea�on Plan.
Your comment has been received. 

Best,
Danica

Danica Belknap (she/her)
Senior Environmental Planner
SRPEDD
88 Broadway, Taunton, MA 02780 
508-824-1367 ext. 222

From: Rosemary Moreau <rosemary.moreau@icloud.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 2, 2022 6:25 PM 
To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org> 
Subject: Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback
 

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leopard School Woods (City of Taunton
Parcel 46-212) into the City’s Open Space Plan. This space includes wetlands, potential
vernal pools and other natural features that would be assets to our community to retain as
open space. 
Several recognized environmental organizations agree that Leonard School Woods parcel
would be of greater value to the City in its natural state as opposed to a developed area.
More open space can offer a community better health and wellbeing  for its citizens. 
As stated in the Statement of Purpose of the City’s Open Space Plan ....private citizens might
focus their energies and resources to address the conservation, open space and recreational
needs of the City of Taunton. The voices of the citizens have spoken in favor of keeping
Leonard School Woods as an open space. I feel that it is in the best interest of the City to
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designate this parcel as part of our City’s Open Spaces Plan. 
Sent from my iPad
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Taunton Open Space Plan Feedback

Ruth Cleary <ruthcleary1@msn.com>
Thu 9/29/2022 7:01 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>
Good evening,

I am writing to you as a resident of Taunton and request that you incorporate the Leonard
School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and
the Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides greater value to the city
in its natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared: 
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of
Parcel 46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space
holding within an otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance: 
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands
are subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the
clear presence of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image and recommended that the
City seek certification before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the
board and they are in agreement. They also recommended: 
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open
Space and Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes
several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this
parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation
Commission, who reported he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this
parcel to the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable
to add this to the plan and we would be best served to provide this feedback so here we are. 
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Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel.
Learn more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

Thank you and I look forward to your response. 
Ruth Ann Cleary 

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Open

Tom Hoye <tomchoye@comcast.net>
Thu 9/29/2022 12:52 PM

To: Danica Belknap <dbelknap@srpedd.org>

I am writing to request that you incorporate the Leonard School Woods (City of Taunton Parcel 46-
212) into the City's Open Space Plan.

This green space is vital to this Britanniaville neighborhood and includes recognized wetlands,
potential vernal pools, and other natural features we should seek to preserve in the City.

We have been in contact with the Massachusetts WIldlands Trust, the Massachusetts DEP, and the
Taunton River Watershed Alliance. All agree that this land provides greater value to the city in its
natural state than as a developed parcel.

Scott MacFaden of the Massachusetts Wildlands Trust shared:  
“We appreciate the benefit that green spaces nestled within urbanized areas offer. A perusal of Parcel
46-212 certainly corroborates your assertion that it is a locally significant open space holding within an
otherwise densely settled area.”

Scott noted some features of significance:  
-Presence of potential vernal pools, which are prioritized for protection by the Commonwealth  
-Significant areas of Prime Farmland soils, which are also prioritized for protection

The Massachusetts DEP confirmed the findings and shared that the abutting parcels’ wetlands are
subject to federal, state, and local regulations and minimum buffers. DEP also noted the clear presence
of a stream and water on the GIS satellite image and recommended that the City seek certification
before making any plans.

Gloria Bancroft, Director of the Taunton River Watershed Alliance shared my email with the
board and they are in agreement. They also recommended:  
The City consider incorporating this parcel into its currently in-process update to the Open Space and
Recreation Plan.

I am concerned with the committee's ability to remain partial in this subject, as it includes
several city employees who are either aligned with or part of the development plan for this
parcel: Bill Roth (OECD Office), Ligia Madeira (Mayor's Office), Kevin Scanlon (Conservation
Commission, who reported he had no influence over the conservation of this parcel).

At the September 13th City Council meeting, several councilors recommended adding this parcel to
the open space plan. Phillip Duarte is on this committee as well but said he is unable to add this to the
plan and we would be best served to provide this feedback. 

Nearly 700 Taunton residents have signed the petition against the development of this parcel. Learn
more: https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H 

https://chng.it/ZRyQJk6H
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Thank you  
Thomas  C.. Hoye, Sr
133 Eldridge St
Taunton
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